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SUMMARY 

In sampling on h-occasions, Minimum Variance Linear Unhiased 
Estimator (MVLUE) of any linear parametric function has been developed 
using Hilbert space method. The problem of estimation of parmlletric 
functions has been dealt with under any sampling design for univariate or 
multivariate populations. 
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1. Illtroduction 

On the basis of study of rotating samples in repeat surveys over a number 
of occasions or periods Minimum Variance Linear Unbiased Estimator 
(MVLUE) of parameter for a level, change or average over time can be obtained. 
TIle work done by Jessen [4], Yates [12], Patterson [8], Tikkiwal [11], 
Eckler [1], Rao and Graham [9], Narain el al. [7] Krislmaiah and Rao [5], 
Holt and Skinner [3] and Nandram [6] may be mentioned ill this connection. 
GUnley and Daly [2] have defined an elcmentary estimate as one which does 
not make use of the survey data for any other time period except that period 
to which the estimates refer. And witb this elementary estimate as a conceptual 
base, using the Hilbert space approach, they have derived two matrices viz. 
a matrix C (say) of the best Weights to be used on all the elementary estimators 
in order to yield the MVLUE's of level paramcters and a dispersion matrix 
D (say) of these MVLUE's. Often in a repeat survey it is also desired to obtain 
MVLUE's of parametric functions such as change between any two occasions, 
an average or tolal over some or all the occasions or in general, any linear 
combination of population parameters. Data 011 income ill all surveys are 
collected in nominal fonns. But in all planning exercises it is worked out in 
tenns of constant prices i.e. after taking inlo account the inflation. 
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Mathematically 

where, 

y t = Average income per capita for time period t 

= Inflation over base period for time period t for working out Y onCt 


constant prices 


In the Health Sector the number (B) of births, averted by using various 
methods of Family Planning Le. sterlization or spacing I temporary methods 
(e.g. Cu. T, Tablets etc.) are estimated as a linear function of beneficiaries 
adopting various methods. 

Mathematically 

M 

B = '" k·I y.,t... I 

where Kj = 1, for permanent method and less than one for spacing methods. 

This problem has been dealt with in this paper for an univariate or 
multivariate population. 

2. Estimation ofParametric Funclions 

In general, two types of sanlpling patterns are frequently noticed in the 
literature on successive sampling viz. (i) a sampling pattern ill which a 
subsample is retaincd on c;.1I the seasons of years but the other sub-sample 
remains afresh on all the seasons of the years and (ii) a sampling pattern in 
which a sub-sanlple is retained in all the seasons of years but the oUler 
sub-sample remains afresh only 011 all the years not 011 the seasons. In order 
to obtain MVLUE's of parametric functions only the lattcr sampling pattern 
bas been adopted in this paper leaving the former as subject matter of further 
research. 

2.1 Sanlpling Pattern of the Problem 

Suppose elementary estimators xmi and Xuj along with their variances 

V(x ) and V(xui ) correspond to two independent satll111es mi and ui selectedm

at the i-tJl occasion of a repeat survey for multivariate or univariate population 
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such that sample mi is matched over aU the II-occasions while the samples 
ui's are matcbed over only some of the b-occasions as sbown in the following 
diagram: 

Seasonl Samples 
Occasion 

1 mt ul 
2 ml ul 
3 ml ul 

4 mt u4 
5 mi u4 
6 mt u4 

i-2 mI ui-2 
i-I ml ui-2 

mt ui-2 

h-2 mt uh-2 
h-l mt uh-2 

h mt uh-2 

Here we have considered a situation where a year comprises of three seasonsloccasions. 

TIle sampling design followed in the selection of all the samples mi's 
and ui's might be the same or it might be varied from sample to sample for 
all the occasions. We shall assWlle here that the expected value of the elementary 
estimators corresponding to the two independent samples selected on a given 
occasion for a cilard.ctetistic is the same. 

2.2 	 Notations 

Let 

Xu :: (xu 1 Xu2 ••• Xui ••• Xub) 

X:: (XmXu) 

Smi' Sui :: .JV(Xmj), .JV(Xui) 
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Su (Su 1 Sul ••• Suj ••• Suh) 

S = (8m SuY 

9j = Population parameter 011 i-Ul occasion. V i 

Zj = MVLUE for 9 j 

9 = (91 92 ", 9j ••• 9b 91 92 •.• 9j ••• l\) 

= (l; 9 j lIj) 

= 1. 2 ..... h 

= Design matrix or a matrix of Ule sampling pattem 

E(x) = 9 

E(z) = 9 

Rmb 	= Wij] 

= Correlation matrix of xm' under any correlation model 

Rub = [Pip 

= Correlation matrix of xu' under any correlation model 

R = Olt][Rmh 
0Il Rub 

= Corrclatiollmatrix of x.' 


K = Dispersion matrix of x' 


= Hadamard prodm,,1 (.) of Rand s' s 


°It 1
Rw. s~ Su 

--_....._--_..... 
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2.3 Results 

The matrix C of the best weights and the dispersion matrix D of MVLUE's 
z' of a' are obtained as follows: 

For detailed steps for derivation of C and D matrices readers are referred 
to Gurncy and Daly [2]. 

Let us further dcfine a matrix B (say) of the coefficients of a' in its VariOllS 

parametric fUllctions as follows: 

o o 000 o o 

o o 000 o o 

o 0 000 o o 

B= 

o 0 o o 0 o o1\ 

-I o 000 o o 

lIh l/h lIh I/h 0 0 o o~h+h' 
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where 
~j = (~l ~2 .... ~j .... ~h 00 .... 0 .... 0) 

4j- j = 1.2....,i•...,b.h+l •...,h+h' 
= Row vector with the coefficients ofz/s or aj's in their 

any linear combination as the components 

Then following lemmas (Appendices A and B) due to Singh [10], the 
MVLUE's for the parametric functions B (I' (i.e. including level parameters) 
are given by 

A 

(B 8') = B C x' 

(I) 

and the corresponding dispersion matrix by 

V(S 8') = BV(3')B' 

= BDB' 

(2) 

The structure of (I) and (2) inullediately prompts us to prove the following 
tlleorem : 

2.4 	 TIleorem 

In a h-occasioll repeat survey MVLUE's for the level parameters and for 
their parametric 	fUllctions are separable. 

Proof. In Section 2.3 evidently it is the structure of the matrix 

B = [:,... ::'Xb1 
which helps us to obtain the MVLUE's for both the level parameters and for 
their parametric functions. Therefore. to prove lhe result let us consider the 
following two cases: 

Case 	1: 

When B = [Ib ObI 
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Then MVLUE's for the level parameters are given by 

" (B9') ::: B C x' 

= [Ih °h]Cx' 

- (IC I + K- I)- t (K- I x '+ K- IX ') (3)- mh uh mho III uh u 

and their corresponding variances by the dispersion matrix 

V(R9') = [Ih 0hl D [ ~~l] 

(4) 

Case 1: 


When B = (B I 0h'Xh) 

hlXh 

Similarly as in Case 1, here also the MVLUE's for the parametric functions 
of the level parameters are given by 

" (B9') = B1h')(h (K~~ + K~r 1 (K;~ XI~ + K~~xu') (5) 

and their corresponding variances by the dispcrsion matrix 

(6) 


TIlerefore, as shown by the structures of the matrix B in Cases 1 and 
2, the MVLUE's for the level parameters and for their parametric functions 
are givcn by the relations (3) and (5) and their corresponding dispersion matrices 
by the relations (4) and (6) respectively. 

Obviously the relations (3) and (5) and (4) and (6) are components of 
the relations (1) and (2) respectively. Hence the tbeorem. 

Appendix A 

Lemma· 1. The best weights for any linear combination of the MVLUE's 
are generated from the same linear combination of the individual best weights 
of the corresponding MVLUE's. 

Proof. e ::: (91 92 •••9j ... eh) 

= Population parameter-value row vector 
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z = (Z 1 ~ ••• Zj ••• Zh) 

= MVLU estimators' row vector 

x = (xI x2 •.• Xj'" xlt) 

= Elementary estimators row vector 

E(x') = e' 

'V- i, j = I, 2, ..., h 

= Matrix of the best weights to be used on the 
elementary estimators for providing z/s 

= Row vector with the coefficients ofz/s or e/s in 
their any linear combination as the components 

Then a linear combination of the parameters and their MVLUE's is defined 
by ~e' and ~z' respectively, such that 

1\ 

~z' = (/l e') 


Obviously z' = Cx' 


Hence we get 


'V- i = j = 1,2...,11 

Further we know tbat 
1\ 

(/le') = /lz' 

= /lCx' 

= (l:/lli)x' 'V- i = j = 1.2, ..., h (1) 

= (L /lJeil L /lJeI2'" L /lJeij"" L /ljCih)x' 
j"'j i=j j .. j 

'V-j'=1.2, ... h (2) 

From (2) we conclude that the best weight COIllI)Onent 

L /lJeij' = /lIClj' + /l2c21 + ... + /lJejl + ... + /lhchl 
j .. j 

--..--.--.. --~-.---------------~~ 
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assigned to Xj is the same linear combination of the best weights assigned to 

Xj in z' as is the linear combination ~z', -V- j ::: j' = 1,2, ... h. 

AppendixB 
A 

Lemma· 2. TIle MVLU estimator G for level, change, average, total or 
any other linear combination of tile population parameters is given by 

A 

G= ax' 

and its variance by 
A 

V(G) = V(ax') = ~ ~Jdii + 2 ~ ~j~/dij' 
i= j (j =j}<j' 

where 

a ;: row vector of tile best weights to be used on x' 

~j' ~l ;: j-th and j'-til components of tile row vector ~ 

dji ;: Hb diagonal element of dispersion matrix D 

(::: [dUD ofzj's 

;: V(z} -V-i j:::l,2, ...,b 

and 

dij' = (i,j')-{h element of D 

= Cov (Zj' Zj') -V-(j = j) <j' = 1,2, ..., h 

Proof. Let 

D ::: [dij1 = Dispersion matrix of tile MVLUE's z/s of tile population 

parameters 8j 's for tile levels. -V- i, j ::: 1,2, ..., hand 

a ::: (al Cl;z ••• aj ... an) 

= Row vector of tile best weights depending upon ~ls and C 

-V- i, j, j' = I, 2, ... , h 

Denote"~ ~ft in lemma-l by 'a' 
i-j 


Also from (1) of lemma-I, we get 


.~ ....~.- .•.~..-- 
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A 

(~e') = ~Z' 
= ~CX' 
= ax' 

Hence, 

~z' = ax' 
A 

After defining ~Z' by G in (3), we get the desired result 
A 

G = ax' 

(3) 

A 

wb.ere a specific estimator G is ascertained by a siJitable choice of an arbitrary 
vector ~. 

To obtain variance of e, let us consider now the dispersion matrix of 
Z' given by 

Obviously 

Vee) = V(~Z') 

= ~V(Z/)W 
= ~DW 

=L PjP{dij' 
i=j,j' 

= "t" A~d .. + 2 "t" A. A!d.!£... I-'J U £... PJ PJ IJ 

i .. j (i=j)<j' 

Hence the lemma. 
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